Hardcore Circuit Training for Men, James H. McHale, Chohwora Udu, Price World Publishing, 2010,
193691073X, 9781936910731, 192 pages. Think circuit training is for the feeble and faintofheart?
Think again. This book revolutionizes the way circuit training is viewed by men all over the world. In
addition to its truly hardcore workouts, this book provides links to dozens of Web sites for
elaboration on its principles and examples of its techniques. Its workouts are intense, diverse,
creative, and, most importantly, proven. One of its workouts is the exact one used by the cast of 300
as it prepared for filming. "Hardcore Circuit Training for Men" is a nononsense approach to high
intensity fitness training. The exercises and circuits provided will give you the motivation you need to
get super fit, and the expertise required to dramatically improve your muscular strength and aerobic
fitness. In a park, a hotel room, a gym, or even the living room - there is a circuit here to suit every
man's needs..
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Think circuit training is for the feeble and faint-of-heart? Think again. This book revolutionizes the
way circuit training is viewed by men all over the world. In addition to its truly hardcore workouts, this
book provides links to dozens of Web sites for elaboration on its principles and examples of its
techniques. Its workouts are intense, diverse, creative, and, most importantly, proven.
Hardcore Circuit Training for Men is a no-nonsense approach to high intensity fitness training. The
exercises and circuits provided will give you the motivation you need to get super fit, and the
expertise required to dramatically improve your muscular strength and aerobic fitness. In a park, a
hotel room, a gym, or even the living room there is a circuit here to suit every man s needs.
Chohwora Udu has more than thirty years experience in boxing as both a professional fighter and as
a coach. He has trained both professional and amateur boxers and he holds YMCA qualifications in
gym instruction and circuit training. As a fitness instructor, Chohwora specializes in the areas of

muscular endurance, strength, and flexibility.
Jim McHale is an endurance athlete and ex-amateur boxer with more than ten years experience
designing gym circuits. He has experience competing in Ironman Triathlon and other long-distance
events including the 190 kilometer Libyan Challenge Desert Race. Jim has been associated with the
fitness industry for more than 15 years.
"Hardcore Circuit Training for Men" is an excellent book for those seeking hard hitting, intense
workouts. One will never get bored with its dozen or so unique and challenging workouts. A number
of the workouts were designed to be done outside of the gym (e.g. on a hill, at a pool, etc.), and the
workouts that were designed for the gym offer more than a few often-overlooked, but great
exercises with which even experienced fitness buffs may be unfamiliar. Some of the exercises are
very taxing if one has never performed them before including, but not limited to the Reverse
Woodchip Kneeling on Stability Ball. The exercise descriptions are accompanied by large photos
and links to YouTube for video demonstrations which can be helpful for some of the more nuanced
ones. This book doesn't waste much of the reader's time. It delves into the good stuff right off the bat
and stays focused throughout.
Getting a six or eight pack of abs isn't something that happens by accident. "Hardcore Circuit
Training for Men" is a guide to taking fitness to the next level, offering high intensity workouts aimed
at men who are already fit to a degree but want to ramp it up. The exercises listed within have
options available for many locations so that the individual can maintain the maximum level of fitness
that they so desire. "Hardcore Circuit Training for Men" is a top pick for any men's health and fitness
collection.
I stuck to the first body weight routine, slightly modifying the leg portion and found it to work very
well. Remmember you can always add more repetitions to the exercise. I've done it for about three
months and my endurance, strength and overall stamina have improved greatly. I could barely do
ten one arm push ups and can easily do 20 now. 200 non stop bodyweight sqauts aren't too bad
either. It's easy to talk smack about a simple no nonsense routine if don't actually do it. Anyone can
fabricate an impressive looking routine, but it's another thing to make one that actually works. I've
found that usually the routines that involve the large muscle groups of the entire body combined in a
circuit, work the heart and lungs like sprinting and you're getting the benefit of strengthening tendon,
ligament and muscle tissue, not to mention the added benefit of fat loss. This is no mamby pamby
country club workout. The astute reader and experienced fitness enthusiast will also
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Book Description: 2010. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This brand new copy of Hardcore Circuit
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no nonsense service from Wordery. Bookseller Inventory # 9780972410267
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